Stress Fighter:
(Headline Option A) How Modern Rebels Reign Supreme
(Option B) Slay Stress, Rule Your Life
(Option C) A Supplement For Women Who Run the World
(Option D) Slash Your Stress, Slay Your Day
(Option E) Banish Burnout and Be Unstoppable
(Option F) The Supplement to Keep You In Fighting Form
You’re no plain Jane.
You’re a leader, a mentor, a mom. You’re a boss babe, an executive, an entrepreneur. You’re a
game-changer who’s committed to her personal growth and making a difference.
Unfortunately, in the midst of all that hustlin’, our bodies can take a hit.
Our adrenals and nerves get pushed to the limit, resulting in some gnarly side effects — like
brain fog, interrupted sleep and irritability. When you’ve got goals to go after, the last thing you
need is fatigue throwing you off your A-game.
To reach your personal best, goal-getters know that we have to take care of ourselves first. So,
the real question is, how can we take care of our day-to-day, while feeling happy, energetic and
focused?

The Struggle is Real
Multi-vitamins and individual supplements don’t account for the hectic, high-pressure lives of
modern women and the most devastating threat to their reign: stress.
As you already know, there’s a lot at stake if you allow stress to mess with your mojo.
>>If you can’t tame the tension, your performance will suffer.
>>If you can’t clock some serious Zzzz’s, brain fog will roll in and ruin your productivity.
>>And if you can’t manage your mood, you can’t fully relish all the joy in life.
The good news is, all of these threats can be avoided...IF you have the right support.
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A Supplement With Staying Power
To be your most amazing, you need a special kind of supplement with staying power — one that
fights the full spectrum of stress’ impact on the body. You need one that helps:
-

Quiet your mind at night and shift it into high gear in the morning.
Provide sustained energy without the spikes and crashes.
Clear away the cobwebs, giving you the edge on mental clarity and focus.
Keep the feel-good vibes flowing, so you feel on top of the world all day, every day.

Bottom line: Today’s women want to create their own rules. So do we. That’s why we created
REBL Jane Stress Fighter, the first do-it-all stress supplement for the do-it-all woman.

Introducing Stress Fighter
Stress Fighter is naturally-derived supplement for modern women who take care of business —
at home, at the gym or in the office. By squashing the symptoms of stress, like tension,
moodiness and poor sleep, Stress Fighter helps you bring your superhero self on the daily.
Here’s how it works...

Knockout Nutrients
Stress Fighter offers a one-two punch of the most studied adaptogenic herbs and amino acids
— powerful ingredients that help you recharge your body and mind, while protecting it against
anxiety and fatigue. Our all-star lineup of proven powerhouses includes:
Ashwagandha*

Rhodiola Rosea*

This clinically tested root and leaf extract
helps shield the body from the damaging
effects of stress, enhance focus and mental
stamina, and reduce irritability.

An adaptogenic superherb, Rhodiola
supports the body’s ability to combat stress,
fatigue and anxiety, while helping to improve
memory, attention span and productivity.

L-Theanine*

Apocynum Venetum*
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Offering a calming-yet-focused effect, this
amino acid promotes relaxation without
drowsiness, and fights the negative impact of
stress-induced adrenaline secretion.

Popular in traditional Chinese medicine, this
herb has a calming effect on the body,
helping to reduce anxiety and promote restful
sleep.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult your healthcare practitioner before use if pregnant.

Welcome to the New Wellness REBLution
Thanks to our finely-tuned blend of the world’s most powerfully effective stress blasters, Stress
Fighter works by keeping cortisol — your stress hormone — in check and restoring the body to
homeostasis — a state of balance and harmony. This means, whether you’re feeling low, on the
edge or a bit frazzled, Stress Fighter steps in to even out the playing field.

The REBL Yell (Our Promise)
Whether it’s family, goals or career, we’re confident that Stress Fighter will help you own it! But,
if you’re not feeling #REBLStrong after trying Stress Fighter, we offer a 30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee. No questions asked. No strings attached. To request your refund, just email
Customer Care at <insert email address>.

Are You In?
We all need that one thing to help us win at work and in life. For modern day rebels, it’s
all-natural Stress Fighter. Get your 30-day supply today for only $49.99. It’s such a small price
to pay to help you reach your personal best every day.
>>You’ve Got This! Try Stress Fighter Risk-Free Right Now
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